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Abstract. Nonprofit organizations are typically seen as institutional settings that contribute to finding grassroots solutions to various social problems. But in their own turn, these entities exhibit by design manyfold frailties given by factors such as - precarious funding sustainability, balancing the multiple and, at times, divergent interests of stakeholders, finding a suitable manner to assess managerial performance. The aim of this paper consist in employing a system dynamics approach to modelling the managerial behaviour of nonprofit entities delivering their output through project networks. The system dynamics concepts of causal loops, stocks and flows dependencies are used to depict the complex relationships between projects, funding sources and social outcomes. This approach leads to identifying the systemic threatening to nonprofit sustainability and the dynamic nature of managerial decisions in the context of the interactions between nonprofit organizations, their beneficiaries and funding agencies.

1 Introduction

The system dynamics approach has been proven fruitful in getting a better descriptive venue towards the intricacies of complex systems. This approach is shown to be successful when mental models are built up using the knowledge of multiple parties, affected and affecting the system, who are engaged and empowered to find and weight alternative solutions to problems arising from a lack of understanding of system complexity and dynamic dependencies. Dynamic complex systems are generally exhibiting the following proprieties: time delays, nonlinear adaptive behaviours and policy resistance [1].

Would a system dynamics approach be a suitable perspective to enhance the sustainability of the nonprofit organizations? The paper aims at presenting, through employing a systems dynamics perspective, the feed-back loops intrinsic to the process of satisfying social needs through nonprofit multi-project delivery and the relations between the institutional stakeholders, as given by the resource flows and information transfers.
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In the context of this paper, a nonprofit is defined as being an organization characterized by a restriction of non-distribution when it comes to profits (through dividends or managerial wages) [2]. This definition covers different organizational settings under the same concept, encompassing the charitable/voluntary sector, non-governmental organizations, social businesses and civil society organisms. By the multi-project characteristic, we mean organizations that supply all their outputs through a network of inter-related projects. A multi-project context refers thus to project based-organizations, portfolios or programs, which cannot be analysed and explained in terms of merely an aggregation of disparate, independent, projects.

For nonprofits achieving their missions through arrays of projects, the complexity factor is given by the multiple feed-back loops between the actors of social change and the resourcing needs for project implementation. Construing mental models, depicting causal loops and simulating stocks and flows are powerful tools for analysing various scenarios under different policies proposed for structuring and influencing the system, hence enabling strategic decision making processes to avoid, otherwise unforeseeable, pitfalls. While system dynamics simulation is more cost efficient than testing different policies in the real world, there is also the case that performing a system dynamics analysis would require additional managerial costs and, hence, identifying the adequate funding sources for such expenses. A system dynamics analysis could be marketed while pointing to the long term results of organizational learning though enhanced system thinking.

Many models of the microeconomic behaviour of nonprofits portray their social role as emerging out of contexts where markets fail and governments cannot contract to meet the needs of some social groups. The fact that nonprofits are looking for adequate funding from both the private and the public sectors is indicating that, at least to a certain degree, theories portraying the nonprofit sector as a reaction against markets and governments is ignorant of the power influences of the actual resource dependencies between the aforementioned sectors.

While there is some value in the usual model of nonprofit behaviour as palliative to market and government failures, as it happens with most microeconomic modelling, it neglects the dynamic nature of the interplay between the social actors and their mutual exchange of resources. Now then, if nonprofits are seen as institutions designed to alleviate social needs, a careful identification and exposition shall be required when it comes to the factors determining their sustainability, otherwise one would witness the dismal situation where the cure of social imbalances is itself structurally destined to failure.

The contents of this paper will deal in the next three sections with: providing a theoretical background and the method used herein, determining the meaning of nonprofit sustainability, exposing the relation between the stakeholder influence on modelling, the decision making processes and measuring social impact. The last three sections present a stock and flow model of nonprofit dynamic action, the strategic domain and options obtained in various situations of the main stocks of the system and, eventually, some concluding remarks.

2 The system dynamics perspective – literature review and method

Systems thinking presents many variations, some authors stress the originality of the system dynamics perspective through its roots in servomechanism engineering [3], while others point to the convergences of different system theory approaches (cybernetics, general systems theory, system dynamics etc.) [4, 5]. This paper shall mainly make use of the insights of the system dynamics approach – using causal loops and stock and flow
diagrams, but the relevant applications of general systems theory and idealized design for multi-project nonprofit organizations shall also be employed when the context allows.

The standard system dynamics perspective aims at considering the endogenous nature of the structural causes affecting the success or the failure of goal oriented systems, but delineating the boarders of a system is a rather difficult task, since there is always the risk of being myopic towards element that are actually relevant to the outworking of the system, but which at first glance seem to be exogenous. Using the insights of Luhman’s view of social systems, Valentiov observes that “it therefore seems plausible to assume that living organisms combine, as it where, the identities of open systems and operationally closed systems” [6]. In order to show the resource openness of the systems dynamics perspective, while stressing the endogenous nature of system dynamics structures, Richardson notes that in these models, “variables are materially open systems, but the loops they exhibit are causally closed” [7].

One of the weaknesses of stock and flow diagrams is that they seem to portray individuals in terms of stocks of population and not to allow for individual agency, which is described in terms of manipulating rate equations. Some authors notice that system dynamics modelling seems to work only if human behaviour could be wholly described by a set of equations [8]. This lacking is to be partially covered by coupling the system dynamics perspective with a resource dependence theory portraying the power relationships as determined by the resource flows and endowments of the agents manipulating the rates of the dynamic system [9].

Most of the relevant literature employing the system dynamics approach to nonprofit activity is focused on analysing nonprofits which have a commercial activity or fit into the category of social enterprises, these studies are done through the lenses of the tension arising between the social and the business missions of these entities [9, 10, 11]. As it is unpacked onwards, the current paper treats the business type activities of nonprofits as a special domain, to which our proposed model is more generic.

The field of project dynamics, relevant at some junctures of this study, is dealing with project specific issues such as: project control cycles, human resources management cycles and the rework cycle [12]. Considering the network of projects, applying a system dynamics approach to each project can be done in a manner, mutatis mutandis, similar to the modelling of project dynamics in the business context [13]. At the project network level, we encounter all the operational difficulties entailed by managing multiple projects with different constraints, but with shared resources, and exhibiting delays in delivery and informational flows. Project multiplicity is expressed, from a system dynamics perspective, as a problem of project human resources coupling [14]. We encounter two basic scenarios of project team constituency: one where teams are autonomous and assigned successive independent projects, another – where teams are distributed, through a project scattering rate across multiple simultaneous projects [15]. The latter scenario presents both allocative decisions, but also many difficulties on partitioning tasks, especially in complex systems where the man-month project distribution contributes more to hiding the project difficulties, than to stating them in a realistic solvable manner [16].

The method of this study consists in: presenting, based on the relevant literature, the connections between defining nonprofit sustainability, the primacy of stakeholders in decision making processes and the intricacies of measuring social impact; construing a system dynamics model of the strategic dynamic relationships for nonprofit sustainability (the causal loops and the stocks and flows diagram are built using Vensim PLE [17]), followed by a description of the strategic landscape, as it is unfolded by the spread of values for the main stocks in the model.
3 Multi-project nonprofit sustainability - framed by stakeholder primacy and measuring the social impact of projects

When it comes to defining nonprofit sustainability, the notion refers, on a first approximation, to the organizational ongoing functionality, being determined, on one side, by the ability to maintain social legitimacy and credibility, and, on the other side, by the capacity to generate income flows that would allow for predictive service delivery [11]. Nonprofits depend on the funds raised for their inputs (ensuring resource sustainability) and on the acceptance of their outputs by their beneficiaries (ensuring legitimacy – social sustainability). Linked to the latter aspect, in a stock and flow model of the capacity for perpetuating organizational activity, nonprofit sustainability involves the organization being framed in this pursuit by the incoming flows of financing resources for projects and by the level of social needs, whose depletion serves as a goal of the dynamic system in which the nonprofit organization operates.

Nonprofit sustainability aims, however, at something more than survival [18] - at an ability to understand, if not fully predict, the future in terms of the impact of their present decisions. There are limiting factors preventing growth or threatening the systemic stability of nonprofits. The causes of nonprofit failures (as identified in [2]) – i.e. philanthropic insufficiency, philanthropic particularism, philanthropic paternalism, and philanthropic amateurism – are rather static. Getting the bigger dynamic picture of the resourcing relations and the institutional behaviour of the parties impacting multi-project nonprofit behavior allows nonprofit management to become aware of the (at times unintentional) consequences of their actions and decision and to assess the influence of time delays bearing on informational flows.

There is nothing intrinsically valuable about the perennial character of a nonprofit endeavour, if its ongoing existence is not due to a real need it aims to address. When some social needs are covered and the contingencies that lead to their occurrence have been removed, the nonprofit might dissolve, or have to choose between modifying their beneficiaries, their location or even their mission and values. In the long run, even when ongoing structural needs are rising, if the mission statement pushes for an array of values to be promoted, there is always, in practice, a bargain prioritizing some values over others [6]. This behaviour might be regarded as opportunistic, but form a different venue – if a nonprofit project team has shown its efficiency in solving social problems, dissolving it, for the sake of abstract missional consistency, will actually lead to postponing, or missing, the chance for other similar problems to be solved.

In nonprofit contexts, identifying the stakeholders, their influence and importance, is key for mapping organizational constituency and environment. Whereas, in a market context, there is an ongoing information flow between producers and customers that is mediated by prices, the nonprofit entities have to create settings where an ongoing contact with their beneficiaries is facilitated. A distinction between measuring social outcome and impact and the return on investment for economic projects consists in that the latter can be sold as investment opportunities [19]. From another point of view, still there is a funding competition and market for nonprofit projects, even if the criteria used by donors for the selection of project financing decisions might not require the estimated values of forecasted outcomes. In this perspective, the value of financing represents the price of the project as a process, the project representing a mean to obtain the deliverables, which are aimed at through the financing decision.

Since nonprofits are institutions endowed by their founding members to serve a certain category of the public, taking into account multiple stakeholders - among others, board members, donors, beneficiaries – is a legal prerequisite and a moral ground for organizational legitimacy. Participative decision making is shown to be effective especially
in case requiring innovative social solutions to public difficulties [20]. Not only is stakeholder consultation legally required and morally binding, but it is also epistemologically adequate. Enabling a quasi-democratic stakeholder consultation process for developing a system dynamics model is in tune with Forrester’s suggestion to use people’s “mental database” [21] which represents a repository of descriptions for the elements of the system, helping one to better capture the nature of a system as a whole. Ackoff [20] points to the social coagulation and impetus given by collective decisions making involving all the stakeholders in idealized design of systems, a process where the stakeholders witness a collectively reached and agreed upon solution to the current organizational mess.

The nonprofit boards and the long term employees represent a certain category of nonprofit stakeholders which might at times artificially depict social needs in a misleading fashion, taking advantage of the intricacies of information flow delays and the attenuation of property rights in nonprofit endowment [22]. The fact that board members and paid staff are co-interested in the perpetuity of some social status quo might be regulated by non-compensation restrictions that, akin to the non-distribution constraint, would not link managerial wages to project objectives, about which information that could be easily manipulated.

The easiest way to model nonprofit economic behavior is to see them as agents maximizing their element of output, or aiming at an optimal mix between income generating activities and nonprofit results [23]. There is true wisdom in saying that what gets measured is ultimately determining what is achieved, and choosing the appropriate metrics for social outcomes configures the multi-project activity from operational decisions in project management to strategic project intake decisions. Using logic models of project assessment [24] allows for distinguishing between project inputs, activities, outputs, outcomes and impact, where the first three serve as means for reaching the goal of supplying the last ones to society.

During the past decades, a number of methodologies have been proposed in order to fill the informational need for measuring social impact [25, 26]. These methodologies are undergirded by a social theory of change - linking project activities to social outcomes, the latter being measured using financial proxies or shadow prices for saved social expenses or similar marketable products. The search for adequate metrics that would allow project and nonprofit activity benchmarking is itself seen at times as an unfortunate influence of a business worldview upon the nonprofit ethos. As we have noticed, the fact that nonprofits lack a system of prices for their project outputs is asking for ongoing beneficiary consultation to aim at a more objective assessment of their social outcomes. While choosing a certain instrument for assessing social impact is a vital strategic requirement, the social impact dimension should be paired with other indicators of organizational health (such as a proper transparent relation with key donors), resulting in dashboard or balanced scorecards adapted to the managerial needs of nonprofits.

4 A stock and flow model of multi-project nonprofits

Construing a stock and flow model begins with defining the goal of the analysed system, the goal of the real world system, of which nonprofits are an element, consists in diminishing or nullifying the identified social needs of the beneficiaries, this goal is aimed at through supplying an array of outcomes mediated by project deliverables and resourced through contracting various financers. In terms of the prospects for an idealized design [21] of this system, the funding, the projects and the outcomes, represent the resources, the means and the goals, respectively.
A first approximation of the feed-back loops involved in the relationships between the three main stocks and the actors providing them is portrayed in Figure 1 below. The causal relations present a reinforcing loop between funds and project – more funding leads to more projects being developed, more effective projects legitimize an increased allocation to future projects – and a balancing loop between projects and social needs – more successful projects diminish social needs, while in increase in social needs requires more projects. If the social needs are not renewed through some social mechanism, then, after covering the need the tripartite relation will cease.

Fig. 1. The causal loop diagram of the multi-project nonprofit system

While this causal loop diagram intuitively captures the main trait of the system, it does not do justice to the intermediate processes involved in project financing and social outcomes delivery, along with the influence of delays and informational flows on the stability of the system. This modelling demand is supplied by a stock and flow diagram.

The stock and flow diagram requires specifying the limits/boundaries of the system under review, the main stocks and flow rates relevant to the system functioning and the influence of time delays and informational traffic.

If nonprofits as institutions are meant to solve the difficulties inherent in the economic system, their sustainability is key to the sustainability of a given social structure as a whole. We established the boundaries of our systemic analysis to the sources of market revenues and distributions, on one end, and to the funding and social needs sources, on the other. But this boundary setting should not deprive one from seeing the coordinating mechanisms occurring between the nonprofit sector and the other systems comprising a society.

The stock and flow model is presented in Figure 2. The drawing conventions are typical for system dynamics stock and flow diagrams: the clouds represent external sources, stocks are represented by square blocks, flows are depicted by double arrows, rates/rhythms are the taps on the flows, single line arrows represent informational flows, a double crossed single line arrow represents a delayed informational flow.

We describe four main types of stocks or levels: funds, projects, outcomes and social needs. There are also three secondary stocks: organizational balance, employees and materials. These would suffice to portray the resource and information flows in multi-project contexts, but they would have to be analyzed along with the institutional traits of the actors manipulating the flows: public or private financers, nonprofits and beneficiaries, respectively.

The stock levels offer a complete static image of the system at some point in time, for managerial purposes the rate equations and the variables affecting them are destined to account for the dynamic relationships between the stocks and the decisions reflected by the rates. While analyzing stocks and flows gives suggestions related to resource allocation problems and the effects of time delays in goal oriented settings, the institutional analysis would point to issues of power structure, informational asymmetries and reporting demands and needs.
Fig. 2. The stock and flow diagram of the multi-project nonprofit system

Portraying funds as stocks might play a similar theoretical role to resource dependence theories analysing the institutional relationships through the lenses of the power distribution among the suppliers and the beneficiaries of resource traffic [9]. The funds are cash resources flowing into the organizational balance and the rhythm of the flow is determined by a financing rate. The financing rate is in its own turn determined by two auxiliary variables: the legitimacy factor and the social needs coverage rate. The latter is a constant ratio of the needs which the funders aim at covering.

Projects are defined as stocks, or inventories, of deliverables (services or products). The quantity of such a stock could be expressed in physical units or in monetary units. If the unit chosen for expressing the projects level is monetary units, then at the completion of the project life cycle the total value of the project stock has to be equal with the budget provided and consumed for that peculiar fraction of the project stock. The projects are integrations of materials transformed through a productivity rate, the productivity rate is influenced by: the level of projects, the employees stock, and two project constraints – the project scope and the project schedule. The project levels also inform the project budget, which informs the paid staff cost and the costs of materials. If projects are accumulations of deliverables a time delay occurs between the flow of funds and the social outcome supply, consisting in the project duration adjusted with the time period needed for the social outcomes to affect the beneficiaries.

Social needs are stocks of demand for social services and products, these needs are increased by social factors outside the scope of the system. Social needs are accumulations of services and products satisfying the needs of beneficiaries. The predictable character of social needs coverage might be reflected through the concept of service reliability – indicating the consistent delivery, with minimum variation, of social services [9]. In order that the flow of outcomes would nullify social needs, as a matter of convention the needs could be considered in negative values. The flow between the outcomes and the needs is determined by an outcome conversion rate, informed by the goal ratio of social needs coverage rate. The level of needs also informs the social needs coverage rate leading to a balancing loop between the needs and the outcomes conversion rate. Project delivery delays, desynchronizations of the outcome conversion rate, and the delayed influence of the legitimacy factor on the financing rate, all these factors are prone to lead to highly oscillatory behaviour of the system.

Establishing when a social need is met, or when a social problem dissolves, requires adequate metrics and verifiable criteria. The difficulty to measure the outcomes of nonprofit
activities is in this respect enhanced by the, at times, subjective character of establishing the degree of satisfaction for various needs. This has a great deal of significance for nonprofit sustainability and mission alignment, if you do not know if (and when) you reached a certain need how do assess progress? In some cases, the project deliverables would meet one-on-one certain material lacking of the beneficiaries, but in other the scope of the project is not as easy to determine from the outset. In such a scenario, nonprofits could use means which are specific to iterative project methodologies – such as user stories for identifying needs, and “done-done” definitions for output acceptance criteria. Solutions as such have been also proposed for municipalities in search for incremental delivery and constant stakeholder approval [27]. Keeping in mind the relationship between projects and outcomes – as described in section 4 – above - and this mediated influence of the project deliverables on the social outcomes, we modelled the project levels as having an influence on the outcomes supply rate, and not flowing into the outcomes themselves.

As an auxiliary variable – the legitimacy factor is in this scenario a result of project efficiency as appreciated by the donors through adequate reporting and by the beneficiaries through the perceived social outcomes of nonprofit activity. The relationship between the legitimacy factor and the financing rate accounts for the reinforcing loop from the causal loop diagram (Figure 1).

Detailing the staffing related issues in nonprofits as contextualized by this framework is given through the following observation of the dynamics of the resources flows: if the nonprofits cannot find adequate financing for their project, they will appeal mainly to volunteering work, which will lead to substandard outcomes, leading in its own turn to less financing of future nonprofit pursuits and less paid staff. This reinforcing causal loop might of course be driven in the opposite direction through increasing funding leading, in the last instance, to retaining highly qualified staff in nonprofits. In the model, attracting qualified stuff is also influenced by the legitimacy factor, an increase factor leading to a more attractive organizational setting for highly qualified employees.

The information exchange between the funders and the nonprofits is usually governed by contracts and rule-based procedures establishing the minimum informational content of periodic project reviews. From a system dynamics perspective, establishing a connection between the time delays of the system, the updates of the feed-back loops, and the periodicity of the project reviews is of paramount importance. For instance, the practice to ask for quarterly reviews is disconnected from the calendar of project deliverables and, at times, even from the completion of budget execution for a specific quarter. The information flow between nonprofits and the beneficiaries is done through regular meetings and interviews and should be synchronized with the delays which might occur between outcomes delivery and the perceived satisfaction by the beneficiaries. Both of these information management measures also ensure for legitimacy status, along with project efficiency appraisal. The synchronization of reporting with major system events affecting the stocks is also bearing on managerial appraisal, the reporting is done before major deliverables and outcomes, it leads to a diminished appreciation of the managerial effort. In terms of the content of the project reviews, if the reporting process is encouraging short term success, it could encourage a lack of interest in long term sustainability.

Since the system presented is heavily dependent on the completeness and accuracy of the information about the relevant stocks, the functioning of the system entails the problems associated with informational asymmetry. In the real world, the information pertaining to the system information is incomplete and asymmetrically distributed, this state of affairs leads not only to inefficacy, when it comes to reaching the goal of satisfying social needs in due time, but also to moral dilemmas when those who share the incomplete asymmetric information do not happen to share the same interests [28]. The main three agents in the system - funders, nonprofits and beneficiaries – should address these issues through
procedures such as: transparent policies and contracts, clear and timely reporting tools and techniques; incentive alignment proxies that would stimulate truthfulness [28].

Large nonprofits, or alliances thereof, while taking advantage of information delays in the system, could establish a temporary monopoly on information about the beneficiaries and their current needs. The puts them in the situation where they could balance the power of the resource holders by making self-fulfilling prophecies based on the gap between apparent and real information on the stocks of projects, outcomes and needs. Balancing the financers power is at times performed through nonprofit alliances lobbying for less tight reporting requirements and regulations, when those requirements are placing a great deal of organizational burden in project management processes, and while ensuring a higher degree of the transparency of spending, they have a small contribution to social outcomes.

5 Strategic positioning and strategic decisions in a dynamic setting

The strategic situation of the multi-project nonprofit is given mainly by the levels of funding and social needs, combining the variance of these two levels offers a map of strategic situations facing nonprofits. Four main strategic contexts are delineated by the funding/needs combinations – as in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. The strategic context of multi-project nonprofits in terms of funds and needs

These four contexts are: nonprofits with short term stability (quadrant I), sustainable nonprofits (quadrant II), long term fund seeking nonprofits (quadrant III), nonprofits as contingent temporary settings (quadrant IV) Identifying the quadrant that best describes the strategic position of a nonprofit allows managers to express their agency in a feed-forward move, by bringing structural changes to the system, changes which would ensure organizational sustainability. All the four quadrants presuppose a certain degree of project efficiency, if a nonprofit fails to deal with the project constraints, it will lack ongoing financing and not supply for the needs, but this result is not given by the system presented thus far, and it can be addressed by classical project management techniques, not necessarily by system dynamics approaches.

Nonprofit sustainability is hindered by low levels of funding supplied and needs to be addressed. While stimulating and, in a broader sense, instilling needs is seen as legitimate in a business setting, it would be counter-missional for nonprofits to control, let alone enhance, the needs of their beneficiaries. In this respect, social needs accumulations are seen as independent of nonprofit behaviour (their incoming flow is hence, as depicted above, outside the boundaries of the model presented here) and the ideal nonprofit success
would consist in completely meeting those needs. In an environment changing at a steeper pace, nonprofits might not be able to collect enough information on the magnitude of needs and hence their reaction might lead to changing their mission, which in its own turn shifts their outcomes towards different beneficiaries and social needs.

In cases where insufficient funding is trying to cover perennial social needs one may foresee a radical change of the system presented herein, a change determined by factors such as: restructuring the social and economic environments which led to the long term/structural need – hence dissolving the need; the complete organizational integration between the financiers and the nonprofit (through government agencies or corporate social responsibility programs – for public and private financers, respectively) – radically diminishing transactional costs, delivery delays and informational asymmetry. There are also cases where the membership of the nonprofit forms at the same time, in some respect, its own beneficiary base, in associations whose missions are mainly concerned with some peculiar needs of their associated members - as it happens, for example, in professional organizations. This situation is asking for a conflation of the outcomes-needs flows, since the deliverables are self-consumed at the non-profit level. If the associated members also contribute to the funding of the projects, through various fees or in kind donations, then the tri-partite relation financiers-nonprofits-beneficiaries is actually transformed in a self-contained system where all the flows of resources and outcomes are endogenous to the nonprofit organization.

One way to address long term funding scarceness is through nonprofits engaging in income generating or commercial activities. While pursuing for profit activities, the nonprofits face the inherent tension of balancing resources allocation between their commercial activities and their mission related projects. Moizer and Tracey [11] use causal loops to indicate and evaluate the three main strategic options for toning down this tension, these strategies are: separating the social and commercial mission, integrating social and commercial mission, and building alliances with for profit businesses. Assessing the reinforcing loops of revenue generation and organizational legitimacy – on one hand, and the balancing loop of social action, the aforementioned authors show that each strategy presents its own challenges and the role of a causal loop model is two make the management aware of the sustainably impact of their decisions in balancing the commercial-social tension. From a general systems theory perspective [29], commercial activities are the natural result of nonprofits being open (bertallanfian) systems acting towards stability. Business type activities serving in this setting as self-regulatory mechanisms enabling nonprofits to be mission compliant in hostile environments that hinder resource stability. This approach is theoretically penetrating, but it does not give any role to the feed-back loops existing between the commercial and the nonprofit activities of the same entity. For profit activities might also be a solution when donors are supplying enough resources, but are also pushing for mission displacement [29]. Where nonprofit social activities are funded by businesses, they might as well be replaced with the business’s own corporate social responsibility programs, diminishing hence transaction costs.

Since we defined nonprofit sustainability as aiming for continuous improvement, a sustainable nonprofit (the quadrant II type - having enough funding for addressing a structural social need) at a given juncture might decide to expand the number of simultaneous projects and be able to set as a goal reaching more beneficiaries, or looking for social impact through societal solutions which in the long run dissolve a social problem altogether.

To add up a dynamic dimension to the matrix of strategic contexts the principal question to be answered is: what information should dictate how often the nonprofit management should assess their strategic contexts in terms of funding and social needs?
The information required for such an assessment is given by the scope and schedule of the projects, the funding available is revealed through the periodicity of project reviews, whereas the status of the social needs is apprised through regular meetings with the beneficiaries, meetings especially related to project milestones. This solution is consistent with the requirement for ongoing stakeholder consultancy.

6 Conclusions

There is no model which offers a complete description of reality, but progress is achieved when the modelling process provides more clarity on issues where decision variables, constraints and environments seem to be blurry and escape stable identification and analysis.

This paper aimed at using the insights of system dynamics modelling for analysing the prospects of sustainability for nonprofits operating in multi-project contexts. The system dynamics concepts of causal loops, stock and flow dependencies were used to depict the complex relationships between projects, funding sources and social outcomes. The goal of the system consists in diminishing the identified social needs of the beneficiaries - through supplying an array of outcomes mediated by project deliverables and resourced by means of contracting various financers. The construal of a stock and flow model for this goal oriented system entailed defining the boundaries, the main stocks, flows and the decision rates.

This approach has led to the identification of the systemic threatening to nonprofit sustainability and of the dynamic nature of managerial decisions, in the context of the interactions between nonprofit organizations, their beneficiaries and funding agencies. The peculiarities of these hindering systemic factors are mainly related to the delays of the information flows and to the various informational asymmetries characterizing the information flows. If policy measures are taken by financers neglecting the time delays induced by the pace of project delivery, they will generate highly oscillatory behaviour of the system, leading to instability in terms of service reliability. In terms of the main stocks of the model, the authors portrayed four categories of strategic domains for non-profit multiproject management.

While some suggestions on the equations of the model were indicated, one limit of the work provided in this paper (and an opportunity for further research) is given by the requirement to assign equations to the stocks, rates and auxiliary variables and to calibrate these with known values from the real world system. Since the model presented is a generic one, the first step for its real world usage would consist in a proactive analysis performed by nonprofit managers and stakeholders in customizing the model according to their specific organizational settings. This proactive approach can transform the customized model into a powerful tool for understating the dynamic processes affecting nonprofit sustainability and for weighting policies that drive the system.
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